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One of the unsolved problems of% the calculus of variations is to

find a proof of the multiplier rule for the case of partial differential

equations as side conditions. The essential difficulty lies in the fact

that the theory of partial differential equations is not sufficiently

developed to allow the use of the same proecedure which worked in

the case of ordinary differential equations. Hence, it would be desir-

able to have a proof of the multiplier rule which made no appeal to

the theory of differential equations, even in the case of ordinary dif-

ferential equations. A proof of this type is the object of this paper.

Let us consider the problem of making stationary the functional

J[y] defined by

F(x, yi ■ ■ ■ yn, yl ■ ■ ■ yñ )dx
so-

under boundary conditions which need not be specified here and

under side conditions

(2) Gj(x, yi ■ - - yn, y{ - - ■ y„') = 0, j « 1, • • • , p < ».

The usual proof of the multiplier rule starts from this problem and

shows that the problem of making stationary the functional K[y, X],

(3) K[y,\] =  Ç* {F + \,Gi}dx,
_ J H
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under the same boundary conditions has the same solution, Ui • ■ •

un, and that K[y, X] and J[y] have the same stationary value.

Instead of following this approach, let us start with the second

problem and try to show that it is equivalent to the first. Equating

the first variation of K[y, X] with respect to the y< to zero gives

(4) at,X/ = 0¿,X,- + Ci, i = 1, • • • , n; j = 1, • • • , p,

where

âGj dGj      d    dGj dF       d    dF
(5) an =-— j     bu =-— i     d =--

dyi âyi      dx   dyl <5y¿      dx   dyl

and the arguments of the functions are x, Ui ■ ■ • «„, u{ • • • uñ -

Performing the same operation on K[y, X] with respect to the Xy

gives

(6) Gj(x, Ui • ■ • un, u{ • • • Un) = 0.

The equations (4) are n in number, but involve p functions Xy.

Hence, if the problem involving K[y, X] is to be meaningful, certain

compatibility conditions must be satisfied. Let A be the determinant

of the quantities an¡ (h,j = l,---,p) and let us make the inessential

assumption A ?¿0. Then, the first p of the equations (4) can be put

into diagonal form, namely

(7) X,-  = Bh¡kh + Cj,

where the Bhj involve the anj and b%¡, and the C¡, the anj and Cy. Sub-

stituting (7) in the remaining n—p equations of (4), we arrive at

(8) (akiBhj — bkh)\h = ck — akiCj, k = p + 1, • • • , n.

Let the rank of the equations (8) be r\. It is clear that

r^min (p, n — p). Then n — p — ri linear relations not involving the

Xa can be found among the expressions on the right-hand side of

(8). These relations are necessary conditions on the functions

Ui • • • un. Furthermore, ri of the functions X* can be expressed as

linear combinations of the remaining p — r\ Xa. By means of these

last relations, the equations (7) can be reduced to p — rx differential

equations in the same number of variables and ri finite linear equa-

tions in p — ri variables.

We now have to deal with equations having the same form as (7)

and (8). Hence the process indicated in the previous paragraph can

be applied again to give r\ — r2 necessary conditions on the Ui • • • un,

r2 of the Xfc can be expressed in terms of the remaining p — ri — r2 \n,

and we shall be left with p — ri — r2 equations of the type of (7), and r2
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equations of the type of (8). For each step, this information can be

put in the form of a line in a table.

Step
No. of

Diff.
Equations

No. of

Finite

Equations

Rank of

Finite

Equations

No. of

Conditions

No. of
Conditions

on Xi • • • Xp

p — n
p—ri — ri

p-n- ■ ■ --rm_i

n — p

n
r2

n
r-i

rz

n—p—n

n—ri

r%-r3

r\

r2

r%

Sum n-p-rm n+ ■ • ■ +rm

This process can end in one of two ways, namely, either by the

number of differential equations, or by the number of finite equations

reducing to zero. If, at the (m+l)st step, the first alternative occurs,

then a glance at the table shows that

(9) P = Ti + + r„

But then the table shows that we shall have exactly p independent

relations among the Xy, thus determining them uniquely as functions

of Ui • • • un. By substituting those Xy determined at the mtn step

in the differential equations which occurred at that step, we shall

obtain £ — ri— • • • — rm_i=rm differential equations in the % • • ■ u„.

These, together with those already obtained, are n — p in number.

Combining the n—p conditions and the equations (6), we shall have

a system of re differential equations for the functions Ui • • • un.

In the event that the number of finite equations vanish at the

(?re + l)st step, it would follow that rm = 0. The table shows that we

would have exactly n — p conditions on the Mi • • • re„ in this case.

On the other hand, we would have ri+ ■ ■ • +rm^-i finite equations in

the Xy and p — ri— • • • —rm-i differential equations. Hence, the Xy

would be determined by the Ui • • • u„ only up to p — ri— • • • —rm~i

arbitrary constants. These results, in contrast to the preceding case,

do, however, depend on the theory of differential equations.

In either case, it is clear that if functions Ui • ■ ■ un exist which

satisfy the n—p compatibility conditions, then also functions Xi • • •

Xp exist. If in addition, the Ui • ■ ■ un satisfy the p equations (6),

and the boundary conditions, the functional K[y, X] actually attains

its stationary value. Consider the following remark due to R. Courant
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(see reference). If a functional J[u, v, ■•■] is stationary under cer-

tain side conditions for a given set of functions, and if this set of

functions satisfies one or more relations, then / remains stationary

for the same set of functions if one or more of these relations are

added to the side conditions.

Now, by means of this remark, we can add the equations (6) to

the side conditions of the problem. The functional K[y, X] turns into

J[y] and we are returned to the original problem. It is clear that the

two problems have the same solution «i • • • w„, and the same

stationary value. Since it has already been shown that the appro-

priate Xi ■ • • \p exist, both problems are meaningful. Hence, the

multiplier rule is proved.

The author has already applied these ideas to the case of partial

differential equations and has obtained some results. These will be

published in a later paper.
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